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$\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ is an emerging wide band-gap semiconductor that holds great promise for next generation power electronics and optoelectronics. $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ based ultraviolet photodetectors have been the subject of active research for the last few years. However, no micro and nanostructure surface texturing has been demonstrated for efficient light management in $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ optoelectronic applications yet. We hereby present nanoscale groove textured $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ metal-semiconductor-metal photodiodes, enabled by the unique metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) method at room temperature in liquid. Although the textured surface stoichiometry shows $\sim$10% oxygen deficiency which results in a reduced Schottky barrier height and increased dark current, clear enhancement of the responsivity is demonstrated, compared to the planar untreated surface. The realization of MacEtch’s applicability to $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ opens the door for producing more sophisticated device structures for this material, without resorting to conventional dry etch and potential damage. Published by AIP Publishing.
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Photodetectors are one of the most important optoelectronic devices for optical sensing across various wavelength ranges. In many of these applications, it is highly desirable to detect UV light without sensing visible or IR light since false detection can happen due to the solar radiation with the wavelength longer than 280 nm. For the III-N material system, Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N alloys with a high concentration of Al (x > 30%) are necessary to achieve a solar-blind cut-off wavelength. This has met many technical challenges such as deterioration of epitaxially grown Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N films, poor p-type doping, and residual strain. Other wide band-gap (WBG) materials (e.g., BN, LaAlO$_3$, In$_2$Ge$_2$O$_7$, and diamond) are suitable for solar-blind UV photodetectors due to their intrinsic solar-blindness and low dark currents. However, most of the fabrication processes for these materials are complex and expensive.

$\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ is an emerging WBG material for applications in high power electronics and solar-blind UV photodetectors due to the band-gap energy of $\sim$4.9 eV. In addition, $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ has advantages over other WBG materials such as the availability of single crystalline bulk substrates and homoepitaxial growth capability with controllable n-type doping over the range of 10$^{15}$–10$^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$. So far, mainly two types [i.e., metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) and vertical Schottky] of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ photodetectors based on bulk substrates and thin films have been realized. $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ nanowires and nanoflakes have also been employed to fabricate photodetectors. Although overall good performance has been achieved from these devices, the use of anti-reflective (AR) structures on $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ has not yet been reported, presumably due to the difficulties in realizing proper AR structures on this material. AR structures are arrays of textures with dimensions smaller (sub-wavelength scale) or larger (surface-texture) than the wavelength of the incident light, which create a graded refractive index at the surface, reducing the amount of the reflected light and enhancing optical absorption. Efficient light management by this approach has been widely used in various semiconductor-based optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices for improving the absorption properties of the devices. Note that various types of AR structures have been used showing the improvement of device performance of SiC photodetectors and GaN light emitting diodes (LEDs). Recently, inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ has been studied to optimize the etch condition for surface roughness and etch rate. It was found that the plasma-induced damage increases with the etch rate. Yang et al. subsequently demonstrated that annealing at 450 °C effectively removes the damage. Note that the surface examined after ICP-RIE was (100) substrates and the damage on the sidewalls remains to be explored. To produce AR structures, a wet etching process is typically preferred over a dry etching because dry etching processes can result in non-repairable high-energy ion induced surface damages such as point defects which normally behave as recombination centers. Preliminary studies of wet etching of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ have been reported back in 2008, where an elevated temperature (120–150 °C) was mostly required, and its effect on the material quality has not been well characterized. Recently, photo-enhanced chemical (PEC) etching was used to tune the threshold via the channel thickness of an exfoliated (100) Ga$_2$O$_3$ flake-based MOSFET. However, PEC under a more controlled environment may be necessary, since the etching was carried out by immersing a fully fabricated MOSFET with metal contacts on both the front (source and drain) and back (substrate) surfaces.
back (gate) sides of the flakes sitting on SiO₂ into hot H₃PO₄ under 254 nm UV exposure.

Metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch), an anisotropic semiconductor wet etching method spatially defined by metal catalyst patterns, has been used to produce device quality photonic and electronic 3D structures in Si, Ge, GaAs, InP, and InGaAs, because of its simplicity, effectiveness, and versatility in the absence of high energy ion induced damage. Here, we report the realization of AR structures at room temperature by MacEtch consisting of nanoscale grooves on (010) β-Ga₂O₃ substrates for light absorption enhancement and the performance of a MSM photodiode. In addition, the MacEtch mechanism of β-Ga₂O₃ and the resulting surface and interface effect on the device performance are characterized and analysed.

Photoenhanced MacEtch of WBG materials has been demonstrated by using an appropriate catalyst (e.g., Pt), oxidant [e.g., potassium persulfate (K₂S₂O₈)], and an UV illumination source, including GaN and SiC. In this work, unintentionally doped (010) β-Ga₂O₃ substrates were patterned by standard photolithography following cleaning by acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and DI water. A 15 nm thick layer of Pt film was then e-beam evaporated on the patterned surface with a deposition rate of 0.2 Å/s followed by lift-off. The Pt patterns formed are arrays of squares of 3 x 3 µm² and spaced by 2 µm. Arrays of these Pt squares were placed on the periphery of a 5 mm x 26 mm x 300 nm3 sample to achieve evenly distributed textures on the entire surface. The patterned samples were immersed in a mixture of hydrofluoric acid (HF, 49%) and K₂S₂O₈ with a molar concentration of 0.28 M and 0.18 mM, respectively, under the illumination of a 254 nm UV lamp (Raytech) for 5–10 h. The UV lamp-substrate distance was ~6 cm. The etched morphology was inspected by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4700) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Digital Instruments Nanoscope IIIa Multimode) with Si cantilevers operating in the non-contact mode. Surface stoichiometry and band-gap energy of the planar and textured samples were measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Axis ULTRA). Surface reflection spectra were recorded by a custom-built reflection measurement system in a wavelength range of 200–300 nm. MSM photodiodes were fabricated on the planar and textured surfaces covered with nanoscale grooves. Interdigitated metal electrodes of Ti/Au (10/80 nm) with an 8 µm width, 26 µm spacing, and 290 µm length were e-beam evaporated on top surfaces. The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the devices were measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200). The photosponse of the photodiodes fabricated on the planar and textured surfaces was measured at 254 nm using a Raytech UV lamp.

Figure 1(a) shows the 45° tilted SEM images of β-Ga₂O₃ with an array of square mesa, produced using a discrete Pt square array catalyst pattern (the Pt catalyst was removed before SEM) after a nominal period of 10 h etching in a mixture of HF (0.28 M) and K₂S₂O₈ (0.18 mM) without replenishing the solution under UV irradiation (254 nm). The resulting square mesa height is about 1 µm. Importantly, under identical conditions, no etching has been observed at all without the presence of Pt metal, confirming the metal-assisted mechanism of this etching process. The areas underneath the Pt catalyst were unetched except some undercut, while the areas around the catalyst were etched, reflecting the Inverse-MacEtch (I-MacEtch) nature. Note that the metal functions as a catalyst in MacEtch so it does not get consumed. Because it is a room temperature process, no metal will diffuse into the body of the semiconductor. The catalyst metal can be removed before device processing. In the case of I-MacEtch where the metal remains on the surface, the metal can be removed readily by simple methods including blowing with a N₂ gun.

In contrast to other I-MacEtch examples reported previously, the etched morphology reveals uniformly textured nanoscale grooves nearly aligned towards the same direction, identified to be along the [001] direction based on the substrate and wafer flat orientations. The insets in Figure 1(a) show zoomed-in SEM images of the sidewalls of the square mesa parallel (top) and perpendicular (bottom) to the grooves, respectively. The sidewalls perpendicular to the grooves are completely covered with the grooves that continue to propagate, while the mesa sidewalls parallel to the grooves are much smoother. Note that the sides of the square mesa in this case were intentionally aligned to the direction of the etched grooves, which does not change no matter how the Pt mesa is oriented. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the top view SEM and 2D AFM images of the propagating nanoscale grooves. Figure 1(d) shows the corresponding AFM line scan vertical profile, where the nanoscale grooves are approximately 120 and 150 nm in depth and width, respectively. The nominal vertical etch rate for the Pt covered mesa region is ~100 nm/h, while the etching spreads laterally across the entire wafer piece (5 x 5 mm²) to form the shallow grooves. It is interesting that the shape and orientation of the etch pits formed on the initial stage of the I-MacEtch are similar to those as-grown (010) β-Ga₂O₃ single crystals reported by Hanada et al. Note that the (100) plane is the energetically stable plane of β-Ga₂O₃ and the etch pits formed in the [001] direction leave some of the

FIG. 1. Morphology of the β-Ga₂O₃ surface after 10 h of MacEtch under specified conditions. (a) 45° tilted SEM image of the area around a Pt square array catalyst pattern. The insets are zoomed-in SEM images of the sidewalls of the square mesa parallel (top) and perpendicular (bottom) to the grooves. The scale bar of the inset is 200 nm. (b) Top view SEM image of the region with the nanoscale groove textured surface. The [001] crystal orientation is indicated by the blue arrow. (c) 2D AFM image of the same region as in (b). (d) Cross-sectional depth analysis along the red scan line in (c).
(100) planes exposed on the sidewalls of these grooves. We hypothesize that the etch pits are enlarged as the etch time increases and then merged together to form the nanoscale grooves observed here.

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed I-MacEtch mechanism for $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$, where electron ($e^-$) and hole ($h^+$) pairs are generated [Fig. 2(a)] by the above gap UV light, $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3 \rightarrow$ $h\nu$, $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ + $e^-$ + $h^+$, in areas that are not covered by the Pt catalyst pattern. We hypothesize that in the HF-K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$ solution, $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ MacEtch can take place through the following chemical reactions [Eqs. (1)–(3)]. At the Pt catalyst surface (cathode), the oxidant (K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$) gets reduced [Eq. 1(a)], by consuming $e^-$ locally. Photo-pyrolysis of S$_2$O$_8^{2-}$ and subsequent reduction to SO$_4^{2-}$ could also take place as described by Eqs. 1(b1) and 1(b2). Because of the nature of the localized holes, no oxidation reaction of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ takes place underneath Pt. Instead, the photo-generated $e^-$ diffuses towards Pt, which causes excess photo-generated holes on the surface of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ with no Pt [Fig. 2(b)]. The trapped holes induce oxidation reactions as described in Eq. 2(a), where Ga$_2$O$_3$ gets oxidized presumably to generate O$_2$ (bubbles observed). It is known that GaF$_3$ is insoluble in water, but it dissolves in HF [Eq. 2(a)], in which it forms an adduct with water (GaF$_2$H$_2$O)$_x$.36

\begin{align}
\text{Cathode reaction (at metal)} \\
S_2O_8^{2-} + 2e^- \rightarrow 2SO_4^{2-}, \\
S_2O_8^{2-} \rightarrow 2SO_4^{-}, \\
SO_4^{-} + e^- \rightarrow Pt \cdot SO_4^{2-}. \\
\end{align}

\begin{align}
\text{Anode reaction} \\
Ga_2O_3 + 6h^+ \rightarrow 2Ga^{3+} + 3/2O_2, \\
2Ga^{3+} + 6HF \rightarrow 2GaF_3 + 6H^+. \\
\text{Overall reaction} \\
2Ga_2O_3 + 6S_2O_8^{2-} + 12HF \rightarrow 4GaF_3 + 12SO_4^{2-} + 12H^+ + 3O_2 \\
\end{align}

The rate of I-MacEtch is known to be crystal orientation dependent32 and for $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$, I-MacEtch results in well-aligned nanoscale grooves along the [001] direction. Note that under the etch condition explored here, the etched sample is covered by the nano-groove texture, including those areas adjacent to the Pt square pads as shown in Fig. 1(a) and those that are remote (>1 mm) from them. Although the mechanism for the remote I-MacEtch, not widely observed for other MacEtch cases, is not completely clear at this point, it is likely related to the extremely slow etch rate and the localization of holes in this material. We believe the slow vertical etch rate in turn allows crystal-orientation to play a significant role and time for the lateral etch to take place even in areas remote from the catalyst. Here, we take advantage of the remote MacEtch phenomenon and fabricate MSM photodiodes on surfaces that are uniformly covered across the entire device area (5 x 5 mm$^2$) by the nanoscale grooves, simply by placing the Pt catalyst only on the edges and corners of the device sample.

The chemical composition of the $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ surface was examined by XPS. Figure 3(a) shows the XPS survey scan of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ before and after the MacEtch process, as indicated. No change in the peak position was observed after MacEtch. The XPS spectra of O1s (~528.9 eV) and Ga2p (~1142.6 eV) peaks are shown in Figs. S2(a) and S2(b), from which the ratio of O1s and Ga2p peak intensities normalized to the stoichiometric value before etching is plotted in Fig. 3(b) as a function of etching time. The surface composition (O/Ga ratio) of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ shows a decrease from ~1.47 to ~1.37 and ~1.32 after MacEtch for 5 and 10 h, respectively. This indicates that more oxygen is removed from $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ than Ga by the process of MacEtch, resulting in an oxygen deficient surface. The associated change in the band-gap of $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ was investigated by the energy loss spectra of O1s photoelectrons as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The band-gap can be estimated by intercepting the linear extrapolation of the leading edge to the background level,42 which is ~4.8 eV before etching, consistent with the reported value for $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$, and ~4.1 eV after MacEtch. The reduced band-gap after MacEtch should be the result of the oxygen deficiency. It was reported that the band-gap energy of oxygen deficient $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ layers was reduced due to increased electron affinity.44 Therefore, the Schottky barrier height (SBH) between the metal and etched $\beta$-Ga$_2$O$_3$ should be reduced. To determine the SBHs,
the current-voltage characteristics under different temperatures were carried out on the samples with planar and textured surfaces (Fig. S3). For Schottky contacts, the current-voltage behavior above room temperature can be described by the thermionic emission equation\textsuperscript{45}

\[ I = A A* T^2 e^{-q\Phi_B/nkT} \left( e^{qV/nkT} - 1 \right), \]

where \( q \) is the electron charge, \( A \) is the area of Schottky contact, \( A* \) is the Richardson constant, \( \Phi_B \) is the SBH, \( n \) is the ideality factor, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( T \) is the temperature. The Richardson constant of \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) is 33.61 A/cm\(^2\) K\(^2\).\textsuperscript{46} The SBH can be extracted from the slope of \( \ln(I/T^2) \) vs. \( q/kT \) plot. Figure 4(a) shows the comparison of \( \ln(I/T^2) \) vs. \( q/kT \) at 0.5 V for the samples with planar and textured surfaces. The SBHs between Pt and \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) with the planar and textured surface were measured to be 1.49 and 1.36 eV, respectively. Note that the measured value between Pt and the planar surface agrees well with those in the literature.\textsuperscript{46} The decrease in the SBH value between Pt and the textured surface is confirmed and attributed to the sub-oxide formation and thus the increased electron affinity of the textured surface. The correlation between SBH decrease and oxygen deficiency is further supported when the MacEtch time was extended using Pt strips to produce high aspect ratio fin arrays, which will be detailed in a future study.

Optical reflection occurs at semiconductor surfaces due to the difference in the refractive index between air and the semiconductor. This effect is one of the most important factors to determine the photoresponse of optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. Therefore, efficient light trapping via reduction of light reflection is important for enhancing optical absorption. Figure 4(b) shows the measured surface reflection spectra of planar and textured \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) at a wavelength range of 200–300 nm. The reflection of the planar surface was measured to be 41.3% at 200 nm and gradually decreased to 20.7% as the wavelength approached 300 nm. For the textured surface, the reflection was measured to be 28.8 and 6.5% at 200 and 300 nm, respectively. The reflection was reduced from 25.5% to 7.0% at 254 nm, as indicated by the dash line. The reduced reflection was attributed to the formation of the graded refractive index, considering that the dimension of the textured structure is smaller than the wavelength of incident light.\textsuperscript{47}

Figure 5 shows the dark and photoresponse of the photodiodes fabricated on the planar and textured \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) surfaces at a bias range of −6 to 6 V. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the dark current \( (I_d) \) of the textured photodiode is increased compared to that of the planar diode on the planar surface in all bias regions except at zero bias. At −6 V, it increases to 1.58 nA from 0.015 nA at −6 V. We attribute the two orders of magnitude increase in \( I_d \) to the reduced SBH formed by the surface sub-oxide with a reduced band-gap.\textsuperscript{44} Figure 5(b) shows the photocurrent \( (I_p) \) of the photodiodes characterized by a 254 nm UV lamp with a light intensity of 0.24 μW/cm\(^2\). By comparing the planar with the textured photodiodes, there is a definitive enhancement observed. The \( I_p \) enhancement is ~2–4 orders of magnitude across the entire bias range (Fig. S4). Figure 5(c) shows the calculated photoresponsivity based on the measured \( I_p \) and \( I_d \), where the textured photodiode shows clear enhancement, compared to that of the planar photodiode. Specifically, the responsivity at −6 V increased from 1.3 to 71.7 A/W. We note, however, that the large degree of responsivity enhancement cannot be fully accounted for only by the absorption enhancement due to reduced reflection, implying the existence of a high internal gain in the textured photodiodes. Katz et al. reported high gain in Schottky GaN UV detectors and attributed the gain to the surface states, which trap photogenerated minority carriers at the semiconductor-metal interface, inducing SBH lowering.\textsuperscript{48} A high internal gain has also been reported in both \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) based Schottky barrier and MSM photodiodes.\textsuperscript{49,50} We believe that the \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) sub-oxide surface layer, with the reduced band-gap and SBH lowering due to I-MacEtch as described before, is responsible for the high internal gain observed from the textured \( \beta\text{-Ga}_2\text{O}_3 \) photodiodes.

Considering both dark current and photoresponsivity, the normalized photocurrent to dark current ratio (NPDR), \( (I_p/I_d)_n \), is an important figure of merit for MSM photodiodes and a larger value of this parameter indicates overall performance enhancement.\textsuperscript{51,52} Figure 5(d) shows the extracted NPDR spectra. Although the mechanism of NPDR variation as a function of bias voltage is not understood at this point, the trend for the textured device for detecting 254 nm light is much flatter than its planar counterpart; importantly, as much as three orders of magnitude increase in NPDR was observed from the textured photodiode at the small bias range of −1 to 1 V. The ratio of NPDR between the planar and textured photodiode remained over 1 from −4 V all the way to 6 V. This indicates...
that the MacEtch-textured surface of β-Ga2O3 provides a competitive advantage over the planar surface for photodiode application in spite of an increased dark current.

In conclusion, we have reported the formation of the textured surface with nanoscale grooves in β-Ga2O3 using the UV photoenhanced I-MacEtch and its effect on the MSM photodiode performance. The textured surface has been determined to be sub-oxide caused by oxygen vacancies with a reduced band-gap energy from ~4.8 to ~4.1 eV as measured by XPS. MSM β-Ga2O3 photodiodes have been fabricated on the etched surfaces, showing enhanced photocurrent, Ip, and increased dark current, Id, simultaneously, compared to the planar photodiodes. The increased Ip of the textured photodiodes is attributed to the reduced SBH as a result of the lower bandgap surface. The enhanced Ip results from the decreased surface reflection due to the texturing and high internal gain characteristics, and photocurrent plots and descriptions.
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